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Book Marketing Guide
Selecting the right publisher is one of the most important decisions an author will make.  
At Springer, we recognize that our authors are the heart of what we do and we are 
committed to providing the resources, support and advice you need to help you succeed.

Springer publishes books in various formats, be it as an eBook, a traditional print copy, open 
access, or a low-priced printed MyCopy edition exclusively for eBook licensees. This unique 
model offers readers an array of formats to choose from, depending on their research 
interest and their way of working. 

Springer´s MyCopy service is ideal for customers who already have access to your eBook, 
but still like to work with a printed version. Made available by their library, students and 
researchers can directly order their own personal, printed-on-demand softcover edition of 
your eBook for 24.99. The majority of Springer books are included in the MyCopy program. 
Each book is branded as a MyCopy book with a color cover and black & white book content. 
It’s a unique service within the publishing landscape.

This Springer Book Marketing Guide and our team of experienced marketing professionals 
will guide you through the various promotional activities and opportunities for your book or 
book series. 

Springer.com is your website for getting in touch with our publishing editors in your subject 
area. This is your chance to discuss your book proposal with us on a truly personal basis and 
to define whether it fits into Springer’s product portfolio. You can learn more about your 
open access options at www.springeropen.com.

Once you have decided to publish with Springer, you can be confident that your book or 
book series reaches its global target audience. Springer also has offices all over the world, in 
order to address local demands and requirements in an adequate manner. 

Making sure your publication gets the attention it 
deserves: what we do to promote your book or book series
We focus our marketing on distinct target groups, addressing their specific needs.  
These target groups include:

 • Researchers, scientists, physicians, professionals, and students

 • University, institution and corporate libraries

 • Booksellers, online retailers, library suppliers, and all other trade partners. 

Each target group is served by a dedicated team, ensuring the best market coverage  
for your book on a truly global basis.

Marketing to  
audiences worldwide

Reaching the right target group for your book

Springer’s MyCopy brochure
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Book homepage on SpringerLink 
(content platform)

Book homepage on springer.com 
(promotional platform)

Online promotion
Book/book series homepages on SpringerLink  
and springer.com
Your book or book series is offered online on SpringerLink, our state-of-the-art content  
platform which contains one of the largest collections of scholarly content in the world.  
The platform offers free sample pages (‘Free Preview’) to all readers and full text content to 
customers of Springer´s subject-specific eBook collection. If your book is open access, 
readers may download the PDF or ePub version here. 

A promotional homepage for your book or book series can be found on springer.com. It is 
linked with your book’s homepage on SpringerLink. The promotional texts are developed in 
collaboration with you. Your book's metrics are prominently displayed on both platforms. 

Springer´s online 
platforms

Download your product flyer
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http://link.springer.com
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http://www.springer.com


Promotional online flyers
You can download a promotional flyer from each springer.com book or book series 
homepage. Just click the ‘Download Product Flyer’ button in the right column of the page. 
Feel free to distribute these flyers to your contacts or at conferences.

Making sure your book will be discovered online:  
the importance of search engine optimization
To make sure your book's homepage appears at the top of the results list of an appropriate 
keyword search, we constantly lay emphasis on the further optimization of Springer's 
product pages and keyword search functionalities. We offer dedicated data feeds for eBooks 
and print books to wholesalers, retailers, online shops (Amazon etc.), libraries, indexing 
services, and metadata distributors.

Every newly published Springer book has electronic sample pages – not only through 
SpringerLink but also through Google Books or Amazon’s Look Inside feature. 
All our activities ensure a high visibility of your book before and after publication. 

Open access books are also listed in the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB) and, where 
appropriate, PubMed’s NCBI Bookshelf.

Online visibility of  
your book

Book and book series flyer

Focus on your research and leave the rest to us
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Banner advertisement on SpringerLink and springer.com
The springer.com platform offers clearly structured subject-specific homepages 
providing an overview of products (sorted by product type), social media accounts, 
as well as Springer contacts and services in the field. Key titles, like textbooks or reference 
works, are highlighted in banner ads on both springer.com (our catalog) and SpringerLink 
(our content platform). 

Visit springer.com or link.springer.com for more information.

springer.com homepage with  
subject disciplines

Subject-specific homepages  
with banners

Book banner for SpringerLink
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eNewsletters 
Springer deploys a variety of automated eNewsletters, called SpringerAlerts. These include:

 • new book alerts

 • book series alerts

 • booksellers alerts

 • librarians alerts

 • book reviewers alerts

You are invited to subscribe to our free alerting service today. Visit springer.com/alert.

In addition, our marketing department deploys subject-specific eNewsletters presenting 
key products from our eBook collections, new book series or reference works, new services, 
or scientific conference announcements. 

 
 
The results of our eCampaigns, which are consistently above the industry average, demon-
strate the relevance of this promotional channel, which has become more and more impor-
tant over the course of the last years. Our marketing team analyses the campaign results and 
fine tunes the promotional messages on a regular basis. Finding new and attractive ways for 
keeping our alert subscribers interested in our emails is one of our key objectives in 
marketing. At the same time we are constantly striving for growing our subject-specific 
address databases and are also purchasing external addresses (for example from Thomson 
Reuters) for specific eCampaigns.

New book alert 

Springer´s global  
address databases

Addressing your  
target audience

eNewsletter
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Springer's online ordering platform: 
The Springer Shop
The Springer Shop allows individual users to purchase books, eBooks, individual chapters or 
articles, and journal subscriptions for their personal use. We arrange for subject-specific 
book discount campaigns and related product recommendations on a regular basis in order 
to stay in touch with our online customers and to keep them informed about new eBooks 
and printed books from Springer.

The Springer Shop has established itself as one of the largest vendors for Springer books to 
individual customers in the market.

Visit springer.com/gp/shop for more information.

Trade sales and marketing
Reaching book retailers, wholesalers, distributors,  
instructors, and lecturers
Springer has strong relationships with book retailers, wholesalers and distributors around 
the world. Our service-oriented sites on springer.com provide full international reach to the 
book trade as well as to academic instructors and lecturers. 
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The Springer Shop

Selling your book  
to individuals

Booksellers homepage  
on springer.com/booksellers

Instructors homepage  
on springer.com/instructors
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How we get your book  
into libraries
We have a marketing group who specifically targets librarians, both promoting eBook 
packages to librarians themselves and giving them the tools to promote the eBook 
packages to library users once a license has been purchased.  We pride ourselves on having 
built close ties with librarians throughout the years and a key marketing strategy is to have 
one-on-one contact with them to really grab their attention.  We regularly organize eBook 
summits, webinars and onsite training, library advisory board meetings and events and 
paneled discussions centered around library conferences. 

Trial campaigns targeted at individual libraries, email campaigns, newsletters, welcome kits 
are other ways we promote to librarians and library users.  Please visit our webpages for 
librarians at springer.com/libraries. 

Supporting library 
missions

Librarians homepage on springer.com

Spreading the word  
about Springer´s eBook 
collections

Promotional book banner for 
library platforms

Example of an eCampaign which  
librarians can share with their patrons
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Services for authors 
What you can expect from Springer
Author satisfaction is continuously measured, because recognizing and anticipating your 
needs is taken seriously at Springer. A dedicated author marketing team develops and 
enhances services for authors and editors, that make the publishing process easier for you or 
give you ideas and tips on how to spread the word about your book after it is published.

We offer tutorials for authors and reviewers. Guidelines, helpdesk, and further information 
ranging from publishing ethics to self-marketing are available on springer.com/gp/authors-
editors. You will find further information about our partnership with Bookmetrix. 
Bookmetrix is a unique platform that Springer developed in partnership with Altmetric. It 
offers a comprehensive overview of the reach, usage and readership of your book or chapter 
by providing book-level and chapter-level metrics.  
Visit springer.com/bookmetrix for further information.

Springer’s authors & editors website on 
springer.com/authors

Author & reviewer tutorials 
springer.com/gp/authors-editors

Visit springer.com/bookmetrix 
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Book author congratulations email

Once you are a Springer author, we will keep you up-to-date on the publication status of 
your book. As an essential part of our post-publication service, you will receive an email 
highlighting the following facts:

 • Your book is available on the market globally or for free download, if open access

 • You have free access to your eBook on SpringerLink

 • Share the links to your book through social media

 • Benefit from your 40% author discount on book purchases

 • Stay up to date with the New Book Alert in your subject area

Book performance report (excerpt)

You will be invited to participate in our book author satisfaction survey  a few weeks after 
your book’s publication. Your opinion will help us to improve our services!

You will also be provided with an annual book performance report which can comprise the 
following facts as applicable:

 • The number of your book´s SpringerLink chapter downloads

 • If your book ranks among the top 25% or top 50% most fequently used titles in its subject 
collection, this will be acknowledged

 • The number of visits to your book´s homepage on springer.com

 • Your book´s availability in Springer Shop, Amazon Kindle Store, iTunes and as a MyCopy 
version

 • Excerpts of book reviews

 • Specific promotional eMailings in which your book was featured 

Keeping you  
up-to-date

Help Promote Yourself and Your Research
Self-promotion is an important skill to master, and we've created ways to make it easy for 
you to promote your research and knowledge.

The Source is our author, editor, and research focused blog. Blogs are a great way to promote 
yourself by sharing interesting and relevant content. The Source blog shares tips for new and 
experienced researchers, highlights important issues in the scientific community, and 
discusses the latest developments at Springer.

Book Marketing Guide  springer.com
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Visit the blog at springersource.com to learn more and visit springersource.com/contact-us 
if you'd like to submit a post.

springersource.com

Springer Nature Storytellers and its blog 'Before the Abstract', which you can visit at  
beforetheabstract.com brings to life real life stories from researchers on the front lines of 
discovery. The program highlights the importance of storytelling in science through events, 
podcasts, and blog posts. If you'd like the opportunity to discuss your real-life experience as 
a researcher, visit beforetheabstract.com/contact.

beforetheabstract.com

Book Reviews
Springer makes it easy for book reviewers to review your book by providing them with an 
immediate electronic copy. We proactively promote new book titles to book review editors 
sending them their own dedicated eNewsletter in their chosen subject area(s).

springer.com Book Marketing Guide 
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Social Media
Social media marketing has become a vital part of our marketing tactics and has proven to 
be an extremely effective way of increasing product awareness and usage.

All our pages on springer.com and SpringerLink, as well as all our emailings and newsletters, 
display social media sharing buttons allowing our audience to share product details and 
even individual books and articles via Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+.

Springer maintains social media accounts that are subject-specific and interest group 
focused allowing us to connect with new and existing audiences. To keep them informed 
and engaged, we promote conferences and run special campaigns both on a discipline and 
product level, often in connection with a specific event or theme.

Social media is ideal for promoting and spreading the word about new publications. We 
encourage you to use the social media buttons on our platforms and write posts directly on 
your professional and private social media accounts to share your publications with your 
peers and colleagues and to maximize the visibility of your scientific research. 

The more actively involved you are in social networking, the more people will see what you 
want them to see when they search for you or your related content.

Spreading the word  
and staying in touch

Scientific conferences and  
book fairs
Springer attends exhibitions at scientific conferences presenting books and journals in 
print and online formats, along with other tools and services for readers and authors. 
While we have a selection of recent books on display, we promote even more books in 
our conference-specific catalogs and on dedicated websites, with special discounts for 
conference participants. 

We organize additional events at large conferences and book fairs, such as the American 
Library Association Annual Conference or the Frankfurt Book Fair. eBooks are always a 
main discussion point. As the leading STM eBook Publisher, we are very interested in 
exchanging ideas and sharing our knowledge about eBook publishing.

Springer booth at a scientific conference Springer booth at the Frankfurt Book Fair 

Springer´s conference catalog

Contact us to discuss your publishing proposal.  
We look forward to working with you! 
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